Planning for the Grinding Wheel
Fast high quality 9'' 230*6*22mm grinding wheel for stainless steel is widely used in all kinds of
the construction industry, it is used to grind the stainless steel, carbon steel, and iron.

Before We Take the Order, We First Will Ask Customers Some
Questions
The first question is about the application, we will ask them what material they want to grind by
using the fast 9'' grinding wheel. Actually, to grind iron, carbon steel and stainless steel, there is
big difference, if you want it to grind iron, we can produce it more suitable for iron, if you want it
to grind carbon steel, we can produce it more suitable for carbon steel, if you want it to grind
stainless steel, we can produce it more suitable for stainless steel. We will have to change the rate
of the material during the blending to meet your demands or change the raw material from the
source.
The second question we will ask customer is what sizes do you want, if the sizes are commonly
seen and standard size, there will be no need to worry, while if the sizes are not commonly seen
and new to us, we will have to order the new model for the new grinding wheel made in China For
example, common seen 9’’ grinding fast grinding wheel for stainless steel is 230*6*22.23, while if
you want it 230*6*25.4, it is a new size, it is not commonly seen, we will have to open a new
model for it.
The third question will be the quantity you want, if you order more than our MOQ, there will be
no problem and we can produce it according to your quantity, while if your order is less than our
MOQ, we will have a problem to produce it for you, for example, if our MOQ is 10000, but you
only ask for 5000pcs, there will be a problem for us to produce for you, actually we can produce,
but the problem is that there will be unqualified fast grinding wheel for stainless steel produced,
we need to destroy the unqualified products, maybe the unqualified fast grinding wheel for
stainless steel more than what you need, and if we open our machine, maybe the first two hours
we are just doing the adjusting and excising work, the third hour will start the real work, within 30
minutes, all the products have been produced, no more need this machine, our workers will be
very sad, they have worked too much time for the adjusting, while producing just takes 30 minutes,
they can only earn very little money, they are unwilling to do that job.

The Developing of Our Factory and the Technology
Our factory was founded in 1992, there were many factories built to produce fast cheap
high-quality 180*6*22mm metal grinding wheel made in China, during that time, in the first 20
years, the business was very good, most of the factories produced fast 9'' grinding wheel
For the Chinese customers, with the economy developing, many factories started to produce
230*6*22mm grinding wheel for stainless steel for foreigners, the business ran very well, while
little by little, many companies fight for the orders, they used cheap price to attract customers, and
got the orders very easily, while finally, the price of the order is the sacrifice of the quality of the

high quality 9'' grinding wheel. As time goes on, a lot of factories were closed because of losing
customers by using bad quality.
As we know, Zhengzhou, our factory location, is the original place where our country started to
produce abrasive materials, dating back to 1962, when the Chinese economy started to develop,
the second abrasive factory was founded in Zhengzhou, and our government supported this factory
a lot, our performer vice president once came to our factory to visit and guide the work, the
factory was developing very well, and this factory had trained a lot of technicians, and the
technicians in our factory were most from this factory, the technology just spread. It is the
foundation for us to produce the fast working grinding wheel.
We always won good feedback from customers for high quality 9'' grinding wheel for different
types of grinding wheel made in China, even it is bad feedback, through our hard working, we can
turn it to good feedback, we can win good feedback from customers by supplying super quality
cutting and grinding discs.

